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Statement

My research over the past year has been collected from an array of sources and stimuli (material, academic and otherwise) to aid my
practice and help me to articulate my experiences and ideas. Although the work I have been making is extremely personal, I have
branched out in my research to collate a broader and perhaps more clinical understanding of abuse and survivorship, processes of
healing and the patterns and cycles of recovery from emotional trauma. My research around Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT),
material use and interviews and workshops with abuse survivors, alongside an awareness of relevant texts and artists, has been
invaluable in making art for an audience including, but not exclusive to those who are directly effected by the issues that thematically
permeate the work.

I make the work I do because I find no interest in subjects that are emotionally detached from my personal life and have learnt that I
am simply unable to remove myself from my artwork. I see this as a strength, rather than a weakness, as the work that I am most
engaged by, made by other artists, are those that tell a story of the maker.

I aim to make the viewer aware of the persistent feminist undercurrent in my works dealing with the gender disenfranchisement and
marginalisation, and my research has allowed me to diagnose the best way of doing this, without alienating a larger audience.



Sketchbook collages
July 2019 – September 2019
A4
Made with magazine cuttings on paper



Toni Zhao
Untitled (2019)
Tufted with cloth and wool

Sebastian Sochan
Untitled (2018)
Tufted with cloth and wool

Toni Zhao
Untitled (2019)
Tufted with cloth and wool

Annie France
Untitled (2019)
Woven with thread and wool



Craftivism

Looking into craftivism and realising that I have been practicing it
for years, gave me a solid start-point for justifying the use of
textiles as a means of discussing feminist issues. I knew from the
very outset of this collection of work that I wished to conflate the
process of meticulously making textiles (in this case rugs), with
ideas about recovery from emotional trauma. It simply made sense
to me to communicate imperfect and unfinished cycles of healing
from experiences such as emotional abuse with the similarly
intense, time-consuming and at times unpredictable process of
making rugs.

DISCLAIMER:
I am conflating emotional abuse with gender issues only in my
own personal experience, were the two were hand-in-hand, and am
by no means suggesting that only women experience such
treatment.

Craftivism Manifesto
2018

http://craftivism.com/



Photograph of my tufting gun 
- posted to Instagram
September 2019

Material study
September 2019

Made with seven count monks cloth and wool –
mounted on a wooden frame with nails



Thick muslin cloth Seven count monks cloth

Learning from failures such as
this about which cloth to use
and how tight it must be on a
frame as well as which wool
diameters were appropriate
were invaluable frustrations in
the initial stages of this project.



Craft and recovery

Reading around the ways in which art and craft have had
positive effects on healing from trauma, motivated me to
broaden the scope of my research beyond how emotional abuse
had effected me personally and the way in which I was healing
from it through making. Not only would this inform my
understanding of trauma on a scientific level, it would also end
up making my work more accessible to a larger pool of people
whose traumas vary from my own.

I had undergone CBT when I was a teenager, and chose to re-
visit the details of this form of treatment for mental trauma
because I distinctly remember my therapist asking me to link my
anxiety with specific colours, shapes and images in my mind.
Researching further into why this method is used, and how
visualisation is a way of physicalising seemingly intangable
feelings, inspired me to talk to others about their experiences
with emotional abuse and how they use – or can use - colour
visualisation to aid recovery.



Reaching out – interviewing survivors

I reached out to female and non-binary survivors of emotional abuse in Edinburgh based
Facebook groups (such as The Meadows Share) and met with six individuals, interviewing
them on their experiences with trauma. I asked each person to visualise the negative visual
associations they have with their abuser, and in-turn what colours, sounds, images and smells
have cognitive links to healing, freedom and recovery for them. My objective was to collect as
much data as possible concerning each persons survivorship and create works representing
physical manifestations of their recovery – in rug form.

Interview audio recordings
October and November 2019

Recorded on GarageBand



Rug design based on the interviews

Image and colour collage
October 2019
Made with magazine cuttings and pen on 
paper

Collaged rug design
October 2019
Made with magazine cuttings and pen 
on paper

Wool collection for the rug
October 2019



Image and colour collage
October 2019
Made with magazine cuttings and pen 
on paper

Collaged rug design
October 2019
Made with magazine cuttings

Rug mock-up
October 2019
Made with printer paper and pen





A completed rug

Nat’s Rug
October 2019

Tufted with cloth and wool



Nat’s Rug in situ with dressings
October 2019

Tufted with cloth and wool, shown 
with cloth and wool offcuts, balls of 

wool and my shoes



Trama textiles is a backstrap loom weaving colletive made up of 400 Guatemalan women. The organisation was established in 1988, after the civil war –
the devastation of which had united women in all communities, who were forced to work in the place of their male family members to support their
society. In Mayan civilisation, it is believed that women learnt to weave from watching spiders weave their webs, and that it links us to the earth. The
process of weaving for these women, is not only for functional uses – but also as a ritualistic and socially binding activity.

Images taken from the 
Trama Textiles website



Female collectives – ‘At the Gates’ at Talbot Rice (2018)

Artists Campaign to Repeal the Eighth Amendment
Six of Swords (2018)

Teresa Morgolles
Nkijak b’ey Pa jun utz laj K’aslemal (Opening Paths to Social Justice) (2012-2015)

This exhibition told some incredible stories of unity between women with shared stories and collective political agendas. On looking back at this show, it
became clear to me that I was individualising the stories of my interviewees to create separate artworks in honour of each, without understanding what Tracey
Bone had said at the very core of her piece on art and collective healing, about the benefits of solidarity in groups. I therefore decided to gather my interviewees
together, and ran two workshops, in which we discussed our stories of emotional abuse and made collages together – pondering our survivorship and what this
means…



Collective healing workshops

Documentation of the workshops
November 2019





You Can’t Gild a Lily intervened with by RCA student 
Esther Merinero (metal pole), as well as by an angry male 
RCA student (sawdust)
November 2019
Tufted with cloth and wool, featuring a hollow steel pole 
and sawdust

I made this rug, You Can’t Gild a Lily, as an offshoot from
my work about healing from trauma, as a response to my
frustration with seeing outdated and lazy macho-phallic art
continuing being given intellectual and capital space in the
contemporary art world. this rug reads, ”YOU CAN’T
GUILD A WILLY” – placed on a fluffy, pink “feminine’
background in an attempt to mock the ugly and shamelessly
patriarchal macho art I am referring to. In our exchange with
the RCA in November, in which I collaborated with Esther
Merinero (using her steel piping to prop my rug up – nodding
to sexuality and gendered material use) – my work was
defaced by a seemingly defensive male student, who
censored the word “WILLY”, with a smattering of sawdust.
In conversation with him and many of the other men on the
exchange, I felt the weight of their discomfort and misguided
anger. My main takeaway from the exchange, and these
interesting interractions, was that whilst my work sought to
give men an insight into my feminist experience and
perspective – I by no means make work that panders to them
– and as a result must be prepared to deal with backlash.

Jeff Koons
Girl With Lobster (2014) aka macho-
sexist idiocy



Details from my project space installation 
January 2020
Featuring a wooden tufting frame, duct tape, scissors, tufting and staple guns, wool balls and offcuts and tufting cloth scraps



Details from my project space installation,
January 2020
Featuring Nat’s Rug and two other untitled textiles, a tufting frame, duct tape, scissors, tufting and staple guns, wool balls/offcuts, a hollow steel pipe and tufting cloth scraps 

Impaling a small rug with a metal pole and using white crime-scene-like tape to outline a rug added elements of violence that nodded to the brutality of trauma
recovery. These elements seemed to add a hopelessness to the otherwise boldly coloured rugs – suggesting a lack of autonomy evident in many forms of both
physical and emotional trauma. However, I did not respond well to these aesthetics, so began to search for new ways of speaking this language in the work.



Details from the interim show installation
January 2020

Featuring Nat’s Rug and three other untitled textiles, a 
tufting frame, duct tape, scissors, tufting and staple guns, 

wool balls/offcuts, charcoal, an empty can, a white wooden 
chair and tufting cloth scraps 

Detail from an installation in C04
January 2020

Featuring an untitled rug and red 
electrical tape



Interim Show



Lian Bell
(2018)

Screen Set Design

Details from a B14 installation set-up
February 2020

Feature two tufting frames, one failed rug, industrial 
carpet, A2 drawings and wool/cloth scraps

Stuarts Marshall
(2015)

Stage Set Design for The Wizard of Oz



Installation set-up in C02
February 2019

Featuring four untitled rugs, two tufting frames, scissors, tufting and staple guns, wool balls/offcuts, two A3 prints,  industrial carpet, a white wooden chair and tufting cloth scraps 



Extracts and cutouts
I began to play around with some of my documentation images in
Photoshop, and loved how these cutouts drew attention to the negative
space in my sets/installations. Drawing on this theme of absence and
mystery seemed to make sense, so I showed two of these prints in the
installation on the previous page. Although these images are interesting,
I was working on editing out unnecessary elements on the sets, and
decided that these would work better in a book, rather than on the walls
of these very particular spaces.



Sculpture court installation
March 2020
Featuring two tufting frames, staple and tufting guns, industrial carpet scraps, two rugs, wool and cloth scraps



Degree show proposal drawings 

When considering my degree show layout, and thinking on the theatre set-like approach I was taking to presentation, I decided that using theatre lighting in
dark spaces would be optimal. I experimented with this in the Wee Red Bar but unfortunately the venue managers moved my work before I was able to take
photos, and my slot to re-take the pictures was cancelled in because of lockdown. However I was assured that using dramatic lighting would work for the
degree show.



Re-embracing the domestic – a curtained area
Céline Condorelli
A work in The Curtain Show (2010) Photoshop degree show layout

April 2019

Collage degree show layout
April 2019



Virtual degree show still
April 2020
Made on Unity


